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Summary
The effect of the ambient environment at room and elevated twnperafrurc..,
la considered with respect to the influence exerted on "the basic mechanical
aBpecto of the fatigue crack growth process* An experimental assessment of
this influence la obtained by conducting companion fatigue crack growth'
tests jn airland vacuum and the results of such experiments are described.
Topics cdnsliTertid Include crack closure, short crack growth in notched and
unnotched specimens, Mode XI crack growth» and the effects of oxidation at
elevated temperatures. It is shown that the basic mechanicals of fatigue
crack growth can be greatly altered by the presence of oxide films et the
fatigue crack tjp. Modeling the mechanical aspects of the crack growth
procetsu is of Itself a challenging task. The addition of environmental
considerations adds to the complexity of the modeling process.
Introduction
The modeling of the fatigue crack growth procesB is generally an a
posteriori process which depends strongly upon experimental observations
for guidance. Por example» Forsyth and Ryder's observation of fatigue
striations and Elbcr's observation of crack closure have had significant
effects on the modeling of the fatigue crack growth process. Most of the
experimental work» however, has been done in environments which themselves
may have had an Influence upon a result without that fact being fully realized. For example, theories may attempt to predict the experimentally
determined exponent of the Paris law without taking into account the possible influences of the ambient environment on the experimental value. It
aeems evident therefore that If the mechanical aspect of the process is to
be modeled, that the guiding experimental observations he obtained under
conditions where the environment does not play a role. By carrying out
companion tests in an environment of Interest an assessment of the influence of the environment can then be made. In this paper examples will
be given of the Influence of environment on crack closure and crack growth
characteristics by comparing resulta obtained in vacuum with those obtained
in air both at room and elevated temperature.
Keywords: Fatigue crack growth, environmental effects» crack closure,
oxidation, elevated temperatures.
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Crack Closure
Fig. I la a schematic depiction or the fatigue crack grovth plot,, The
lower bound, designated as AKth, correspond» to a growth rate of 10
am
per cycle. The upper bound Is set by the fracture toughness of the
•aterial under cyclic loading conditions. The right hand ordlnate gives '
the tiae rewired for a 1-am increment of crack growth at a fixed frequency,
and is included to emphasize the long times involved at low crack growth
rates. Since corrosion is a time dependent process we can expect that the
effects of corrosion Bay be «ore pronounced In the near-threshold region
than at higher growth rates. The Intermediate region, or Paris regime, Is
the region which In tbe past had been moBt closely studied and modeled and
a review of this work is given in ref. l. More recently, attention bas
been focused on the near-threshold region. In the near-threshold region,
crack closure under plane strain conditions can be important at low E
values in reducing the level of A K „ , where AK
i B defined as K
-K
end K ^ is the maximum stress Intensity factor In a loading cycle aS5 if"1
Is the stress Intensity factor at which the crack tip exceeds the C I O B U T V
effect and begins to open In the rising part of the loading cycle. The
overall crack closure process can he Influenced by surface roughness which
includes the effects of crack branching and crack deflection {£), as well
on
as by oxidation and fretting (3-5). An example of the dependency of K
the range of the stress intensity factor AK, for R«0.05 loading conditiffins
is shown in Fig. £ for several ferrltic steels tested at room temperature
in air (50Í relative humidity) or in vacuum (3x10"' Torr) (6). It Is seen
that in the near-threshold region in vacuum the level of closure Is insensitive to AK. The materials of these tests had relatively fine microstructures as the result of heat treatment and the K
levels obtained
op

Fig. 1.

Schematic of rate of fatigue crack growth «b a function of
AK. Ordlnate scale at the right indicates the time required
to increase crack length by 1 mm at a given crack growth
rate.
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as a function of AK Tor three ferritic steels in vacuum
anB in air at roen temperature.

reflect the roughness of the fracture surfaces which In turn relates to
Mlcrostructure. In thlB range Mode II deformation io Important; in normalized plain eurbon Bteels in which the ferritc re£ionu are larger, large
faculu can b*1 developed hut that la nut the cune IVir the itteclu ut Klg. 2.
Incidentally It lu sumetlniea thought tliut reweldlng night occur in vncuiuo
testing, but no evidence of reweldlng of the fracture surfaces van found in
these tests.
The closure measurements made in the ambient environment reveal some
interesting difference». For example both the 2-1/liCr-lMo and the *iJ35
steels shoved a raj.irt rise in the K
level close to the threshold value
where fretting was obvious. In the case of the >il35 material this increment in closure could be termed "oxidation-induced" as discussed by
Stewart (i) and Suresh et al ( M . In this region microstructural detail on
the fracture surfaces vas eliminated by the effects of oxidation and
fretting. For the 2-l/>tCr-lHo alloy the fracture appearance differed.
Microatructural features could tu identified liut they were coarser in air
than ic vacuum. The work of Majumdar and Chung (7) has shown thut oxygen
can localize the slip process in ferrite, and it is thought that the
"oxygen-Influenced" enhanced closure 1 B due to thiB localization effect of
oxygen which is promoted by fretting and the long tines spent in establishing the threshold level under decreasing CK. conditions. A point to be
determined is whether these higher closure leveJs in air are also present
in a test conducted under rising AK conditions in this region.
The modified 9Cr-114o alloy showed little sensitivity to the environment, a fact attributed to the higher chromium content of this steel as
compared to the others.
The effects of closure and environment on the overall fatigue crack
growth plot are indicated in Fig. 3 based upon studies of ferritic steels.
In vacuu» four regions can be identified if AK Is used as the controlling
variable. However if the AK f f Í B used then regions II and III merge. In
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Threshold condition as a function of notch size, c, and
crack length, 1. Line A corresponde to the macroscopic
threshold, curve B is the line along which AK e i f is
constant. The utre&s required to jropagute e crack
from a hole is indicated by the line Joining lines B
and A.

tails for the development of non-propagating fatigue cracks in the stress
anplitude range between the dotted line and the maximum of the rising
curve. This circumstance is also related tv the fatigue notch sise effect
and to notch sensitivity as the extent or the rise varies inversely with
strength level.
In order to model this process more quMiti latlvely information on the
rate of development or crack clocure with crack advance ie needed. Fig. 5
Dhows the result of one such experiment (lu). In modeling the development
of closure process the following expn:uiiion was proposed (11):

where K ^ - v represents the closure level of a macroscopic crack, k is an
which
experiJne)nTalifly determined material constant of dimensions mm
reflects the rate of increase of closure with crack advances, and 1 is the
crack length. To carry out this experiment it WHO necenoary first to grow
a crack, then to remove the closure by heal treatment and then to reinitiate the crack and determine the closure level us a function of crack
length. Fig. 6 shows how the development of closure can influence the
shape of the da/dN vs. AK crack growth plot, with behavior such as that
shown at A being observed In the experiments related to Fig. 5, and curves
B and C relate to other poasible types of da/dJI vs AK behavior for newly
formed fatigue cracks. These considerations lead to the overall representation shewn lp Fig. 7 wherein the region of continuum mechanics is
separated from that of mlcromechanics, a region of importance in considering the growth of short cracks In unnotched Bjiecisens.
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The rate of crack grovth aa a function of AK for 9Cr-lMo
Bteel.
Continuun-raechanico und mlcromechanicB rangea
indicated.

N, cyclts

Kig. 6.

Schematic of Influence of a grain bonding and stress
amplitude on fatigue crack grovth in the vicinity of
the boundary. Lines A-D represent various types of
crack grovth behavior us influenced by a grain boundary
at a length of a. . The stress anplltude increases from
D
A to D .
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Short Crack Growth - Unnotched Specimen
Fig. 8, based upon the observations of Forrest and Tate (12) sbovs the
growth behavior of B u l l surface cracks as Influenced by a grain boundary.
Linea A, B, C and D represent possible a vs. R plots, with the stress
amplitude increasing froa A to D. The line a. represents the distance to
the first grain boundary. Under appropriate stress conditions a grain
boundary aay retard or even arrest the propagating crack. This influence
of the grain boundary 1 B nost pronounced at very low crack growth rates
where the driving force for propagation is weak. The effect con be seen on
• more macroscopic level as shown in Fig. 9 for a Y-Mo directionally solidified eutectic alloy (13). As the fatigue crack approaches a grain boundary
the crack growth rate drops and in fact a reinitiation process in the next
grain nay be needed. Recent studies have drawn further attention to thiB
early stage of crack grovtii with results such as those shown in Fig. 10
(lit). The cruck slows down as it approaches the boundary tit a crack length
of 10-16 Microns and then accelerates unce it has penetrated into the next
grain. The following expreimion titmulates the growth pattern in the first
grain:

where c
is the endurance strength of the first grain and u Q O is that of
the second, and a 1 B the crack length at the gruln boundary. ""Here m was
taken to be h and a. was taken to be i 6 \\m. H i t ; noted that if the macroscopic da/dN vs AK and AK f (15) are plotted, the experimental results
fall within thece boundo. This ci>n b« Interpreted to indicate that a
boundary can Inhibit crack opening bticuuiie oí' limited pluutic deformation
in the next grain which in effect reduces the AK
range in the some sense
that closure does. Thie is an Interesting area *1or further study, particularly with respect tu the influence of the environment.
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Pig. 9.
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Fatigue crack growth in a y'-Ho directionelly solidified
eutectic alloy. Crack growth from right to left.

Mode II (irowtli
A dramatic example of tbe importance of the environment 1= furnished
by result» of Mode II tests of «ingle cryotnls of MAI) M-200, a nickel base
superalloy (lfi). Due to the influence of the f1 pl:ase, the glide iirocrsu
Is extreaiely (ilanar in thin naturia]. When thin cryutal vni crii.-nt.nl uuch
that the Bui'gerii vector var> in the ilin:clion of uhuar and the :.li|' plane
was in the plane of shear, Mode II fatigue crack growth occurred In air.
However I D vacuum, although soae cracking occurred along the side faces,
overall crack growth waa arrested. Fig. 11 shows the appearance of the
crack surfaces for these two cases. For the vacuum lest the fracture
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Influence of first grain boundary encountered by a fatigue
crack on the role of fatigue crack growth in the aluminum
alloy 7075-T6.

except along the edges of the specimen was developed by pulling the specimen apart. In air the crack was able to propagate by the repeated rupture
of the oxide that kept forming at the crack tip. In vacuum, crack growth
occurs by an extruiifon proctinu which win; unuble to operate for this particular orientation. Cl early 1u th I n cune the environment exert fd a
trcmendouB effect on the fatigue crack growth mvcUattiuw.

Oxidation nt_ Elevated
Oxidation cim exert a strong Influence un fatigue crack growth behavior at elevated temperatures, for exampit compare the fatigue crack
growth curvet; for the titanium aliuy Ti-CM-PSn-liZr-CMü-U.JlII obtair»?d in
air uiiil Jn vacuum et BllK (t>3»°C, 1OO(J°K) BIIUUII In Kig. IP <17). Tn vacuum
the curve la similar In shape to that obtained at room temperature in air
uv in vacuum. However ut OlJK the curve for air differs markedly in uhape
from that obtained in vacuum. In other studies of this type of alloy at
i-U-vuU ii t<:mt>eriiturL>K in air we have noted that the crack clouure level is
about í/Ü of K
ut threshold and is couutuut In tlie iitm-threahold region
(líi). Tíierefore^we do not attribute the change In uhape of the curves in
going from vacuum to air to cruck clouure ulone. Rather we think that the
utuvp tmriüitioii JJI air fro» no growth Juut below threshold to growth on
tin.- uni'-r of 10
nm per cycle Juut above threuhold Is due to the rupture
of Lijt ujiidt: film formed at the tip of the rrack. Below threshold the
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Fig. 11-

Fracture surface a^peuruncu of single crystals of MAH
M-200 nickel-base superalloy tested in Mode II cyclic
loading.
a. Fracture surface of uptcimen tested In air.
b. Fracture surface of si't-cimen tested in vacuum.
Note that fatigue cracking in confined to thin
layers along the uiilf:; of the specimen. The
remainder of the fracture surface ia due to tensile
fracture.
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Fatigue crack growth behavior for a titanium alloy tested in
a i r and vacuum at room uml «levated temperatures.

crack t i p strain i s insufficient to rupture the oxide, whereas above threshold the crack t i p strain can rupture the oxide and then allow the crack to
propagate. During propagation In a i r , the rate of propagation Is Increased
by about lO"5 an per cycle, a relatively large increment near threuhold tut
a relatively snail trier-event at high values of the stress intensity fatter
where the curves fur aJr and vacuum conditions come closer together.
I» the case of ferrJtie oteelu crack closure In a i r at elevated temperatures can lu: mure Innurtiiut than In titanium alloyti. As shown in Fig. 13
at ÍTJBOC the rutvu o I' orark growth for the: l e r r i t i c alloys ?-lACr-lMo and
9Cr-iMo are the mime in vacuum fur r-, given value of AK. Under these test
conditions orach closure fu virtually al-sent due to the leveling of contacting aupuritles by cr«'ep during purtionu of the cycle when the opposing
fracture fnceü arc In contact. In a i r however the behaviors differ.
Üoth
exhibit thresholds in aJr above liiotie in vacuum and loth exit5bit u sharp
r i s e in the da/dN curves atiovt* threshold. The K level for the 9Cr-lMo
alloy la 1/J of K
, whereua that for the Ü-l/TOr-lMo ulloy ia about 0.9
of K
. Since tli" oxidation process leading to closure is time dependent
there ID aleo a tine dt-uendence auuuciatt-d with the threstiold level, p a r t i cularly In the cur.tr of the Ü-1/liC'r-1 Mo alJoy.
For example ufter h
decr*auiiig AK tent to threuholil i t wan iiL-ceuuary to íncrcasc thi AK level
by ^-0/C above tlit i n i t i a l tliretihtild level before the craoh began tc propaf.i>lfr for during the hours upent at the i n i t i a l threshold the oxide had
llifi-kened to reduce further the rnntfc of K
. In the case of the 9Cr-]Mo
rli-cl the thickening r a t e of the- oitiiJe WJJÍ JOBS and u pronounced tJme dependency of the cruck behavior was not observed, because time of exposure was
of lesser Inportancc in the vatie of the 9Cr-lMi» steel uu compared to the
Í'-j/'n.'r-IMn s t e e l , an Incrcutilng M t««t l'i>] lowing a liecruHiiirtf* AK teKt
i-f;.ulted in th« uame du/ttN plot. However the Irt'iiut-ncieu employed were In
the runge of jCi-^0 Hz, and Jn subt¡e<{iiet)t tet;ts with this alloy we have
obix-rveá that the crack growth rate lncreasen wJth decrease in frequency.
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Fatigue crack growth behavior nt ti3Bo of two ferritic
In air and in vacuum (39}.

In the analysis of fatigue crack growth teotu at elevated temperature
one aluo hRH to conul iJ*;r the pouulble ef'fVfU; ni' crurp on the crach growth
procesu. Tliia will cJ.t-arly be u I'ucLur ut very low frequenciuu where creep
crack growth can occur. Hovever Jn fütiRue crack growth teete viiJch we
huve c/irrii'd out «it /'rcrjucncieii an tin- (u-ilrr ol' jO 11'/ creep dorr, not Kppear
to be (i factor. In ten In In vmruum oi'ttch K.i*(>vlh r'iLfii Inert-nae wl l.h
lncreaüc Jn temperature. If the crack propa^u-Lluti procesa lo modeled in
ternu of a crack opening displacement i»roceGU it develops that the principal material Tactor Involved in Younfc'u moduluy. It' we take into account
the temperature dependence of Youiif.',1» niodututt then It lu pas si tie to express
the rate of crack growth ao a airij/.l<:-viilut?ti function of tlie ütruin intensity factor as ohown in Fig. l'i (IB). In air however the situation is more
COBplex because of the temperature dependence of the oxidation process.

Concluding Remarks
The foregoing examples have been Intended to indicate how the environment can influence the basic mechanical mechmiiuas involved in che fatiguecrack growth process. After much research th<re is still a lack of agreement with retí pec t to the mechanical (u;pecte cV the process, on indication
of the complexities involved. When we then attempt to include the effects
of the environment in a detailed mechaniutic ttenue we are confronted with a
formidable task Indeed. In each loading cycle new Burfuce is presented to
the environment continuously ubove the K
level so that oxide filmy muy be
continually forming, rupturing and reforming in a single cycle at Ihe rrack
tip, In addition hydrogen embrittlement or anodic dissolution processes
may be occurring. Much phenomenologicul information has been gathered
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